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Details of Visit:

Author: Shagpuss
Type of Visit: call
Date and Time of Visit: 14/2/00 1600
Duration of Visit: 45mins
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hayley
Website: http://www.selectanescort.com/profile/independent/Hayley.html
Phone: 07926469265
Notes: Formerly known as Lacey

The Premises:

Clean, tidy, safe with good parking and a pleasant maid

The Lady:

AWESOME! I have been a committed boob man all my life and I have never seen a lady with such
a fabulously gorgeous set. Stunning face, everything else in proportion and all nicely toned. Lovely
all over tan but, oh, those breasts....worth the entrance fee alone.

The Story:

After a professionally competent massage, Hayley does a little routine to music as she slips out of
her masseuse coat to reveal her fine, fine body. Then she asked me to unclip her bra and out
tumbled her assets, what a magic moment! Then it's dreamland time as I got my hands on her
tumultous heavenly orbs and began to roll her perfect nipples between thumb and fore finger.

Then she sat between my legs, quickly whipped on the mandatory and then gave me a great bit of
head before standing over the massage table and guiding me into her from behind. The view in the
adjacant mirror with heavy breasts swinging to and fro in time with the motion was almost enough to
make me blow my stack on the spot.

Managed to hold off a little though and Hayley then suggested we should adjourn to the bed. The
plan was for her to sit astride but I asked for a slight change to the plan which she apparently
doesn't allow for everyone so I won't mention it here for her sakes but suffice to say I thoroughly
enjoyed it.

Back to the plot and astride she climbs and the view is etched on my memory.

Hands on those heavenly hooters and away she went. Glorious!

Finally, off with the welly, on with some oil and a boob job to end all boob jobs culminating in a chin
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splat for the gorgeous Hayley.

This girl is special, not only is she physically mind blowing but she is friendly, makes you feel at
ease and also clearly enjoys her line of of work. A true gem
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